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 Abstract 

This research deals with a special type/genre of discourse which is associated with 

debate and deliberation in elected legislative bodies; this special discourse is known as 

filibuster. The goal of this legitimized debate strategy in several countries is used by the 

minority party to delay the passage of a bill introduced by the party command the needed 

majority of votes, force amendments to it in exchange for some concessions, or to kill the 

bill, especially if a deadline is set for ending the discussion and then voting on the bill. Hailed 

as the soul of the Senate, it is also used in the US by members of a party to delay or block the 

confirmation of a top post nominee of the President (belonging to the other party), 

exemplified by the filibuster speech analyzed below. By resorting to filibuster, parties fight 

for or against the deadline or only exercising foot dragging drag the issue as long as 

guaranteed in the Senate rules, doing this within their explicitly institutionalized rights. The 

speech itself contains relevant as well as irrelevant arguments, points, issues, and comments 

with extended levels of paddings and repetitions by one senator or a network of speakers on 

the same side of the issue. Often, the speaker may include literally anything that can be read 

from the chamber floor, such as the Constitution, Declaration of Independence, the Bible, 

bedtime stories, recipes, or fiction.  Actually, this variety of content is what gives filibuster its 

unique quality, a genre of its own kind and on its own terms and rules. To avoid filibustering, 

the bill or nominee is replaced at the threat of making a filibuster by the other side. This 

article is an attempt at launching the birth of a new genre, the genre of filibustering. The 

sample speech is that made by a republican senator against the nominee for the director of the 

CIA by the Democratic President, Barak Obama.  
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I. Introduction 

Since no political party has always been the minority or majority party in the US 

Congress (the Senate or House), the majority party that does not have the required votes (60 

or 67, depending on the type of the issue) for passing a bill opposes the use of delaying 

tactics that may be used by members of the other party. The majority party also opposes 
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filibuster when there is a deadline for voting if the other party opposes the bill. The 

legislative, political, and procedural aspects of filibuster have been described and investigated 

over the decades.  (Burdette, 1940; Wawro and Schikler, 2006; Koger, 2010; Magliocca, 

2011; Arenberg and Dove, 2011; Robertson, 2014) However, the sociolinguistic, discourse-

oriented, pragmatic aspect has received little or no attention.   

Van Dijk (1993) discusses some aspects that relate to the point of this article in his suggestion 

on how straightforward non-filibuster political discourse can be analyzed. According to his 

presentation of the issues, an analysis is informed by the following parameters. 

1. The point should be part of the debate in the parliament. 

2. The roles of the participants need to be identified. (also called ‘players’ in Binder and 

Lee, 2013) 

3. The goals of the participants must be identified and probed. 

4. The function of the debate should be clear. 

5. The debate itself is ‘a constitutive part of the political processes'. 

6. A time limit is set for ending the debate. (Also in Binder and Lee, 2013) 

7. The scripts of the speeches/remarks of the contributors to the debate appear in the 

official record of the parliament (the Acts in the UK and the Congressional Record in 

the US).  

Binder and Lee concur with other scholars on partisan politics about the absence of overt 

cooperation between parties in the Senate. However, the majority party always expects 

nominal or some support from the minority. 

Filibuster is mentioned in Van Dijk’s article, but the discourse schemata presented 

portrays the practice as it takes place in UK’s House of Commons, which differs from that in 

the US Senate. For example, filibuster in the House of Commons concerns bills introduced by 

the (private) non-partisan members who are referred to as the backbenchers; Friday 

afternoons, when members of the parties are in their constituency districts, are the usual 

periods of introducing and filibustering such bills (Hickman, 2013).  Dismore says that 

theoretically a UK filibuster could not last for more than four hours, and the Speaker of the 

House can stop the filibusterer if the filibuster deviates from the topic, keeps hesitating, or 

repeats himself/herself.  (Idem) The public in the UK are divided on the rationale of the 

filibuster tactic by the backbenchers. Of about 20,000 members of the 38-Organization 

surveyed recently, about half believe filibuster to be frustrating; about one third believe to be 
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disappointing; and about 13% feel embarrassed. (Murray, 2016) (See also Stone, 2015 

reporting demonstrations asking for the abolition of filibuster in the House of Commons.) 

The contents of the arguments presented and their structure typically derive from principles 

of rhetorical argumentation in politics. (Zarefsky, 2014) 

 

II. History of Filibuster 

The origin of the filibuster debate strategy is credited to the Roman Cato Minor or the 

Younger, who lived ca. 95 – 46 BC. During his work life, Cato served as questor, tribune, 

and pretor (different offices concerned with the protection of the rights of people and 

financial administration) (Plutarch, [75 BC] /2012:1, Durant, 1944: 136, and Van der Blom, 

2012: 39) Cato’s speeches in the Roman senate were marked by outstanding oratorical skills, 

theatricality and showmanship techniques of persuasion. On one occasion in 59 BC, Cato’s 

speech against Caesar’s first agrarian bill outraged Caesar so furiously that he had Cato 

dragged away and into prison. (Van der Blom: 2012:50)  Cato was one of those who 

successfully used the rule of the Roman senate requiring that issues of debate be settled and 

voted on before sunset. When Caesar wanted to be chosen ‘consul’ (either one of two chief 

magistrates of the Roman Empire), and the circumstances of proposing the motion were not 

right, Cato continued talking against the move by Caesar’s friends until after sunset, the 

deadline for ending the discussion and voting.  Consequently, the bill to make Caesar consul 

was defeated. (Plutarch, 2012: 1) 

In the UK, Charles Stewart Parnell used this tactic in the House of Commons in 1881 

in the discussion of a bill about Ireland, and American papers at that time used ‘filibuster’ in 

referring to his speech. (Kinnear, 2016) By extension of the meaning, the term came to refer 

to ‘political’ pirates or minority legislators ((legislative guerilla) Kinnear, 2016)) who use 

talk-a-thons to sabotage simple majority legislation in the US Congress, one way or another 

but, yet, in a wholly and legally-institutionalized and accepted fashion. (Yale Political Union, 

2010) 

 

III.  Filibuster in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries  

During the past 100 years, filibuster has become more frequently practiced, and the 

authors Arenberg and Dove have used the soul of the Senate as the subtitle of their book 

Defeating the Filibuster. (2012)  In the early times of filibuster, speakers’ contributions to the 

debate had to be germane to the debated issue, as it is now in the British House of Commons. 
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Later on, germaneness of speech eventually eroded and disappeared. Worldwide, filibuster is 

practiced in the US, 19 other countries, and for a while at the United Nations. (Fisk and 

Chemerinsky 1997, and Koger, 2009) At the UN, the Indian Minister of Defense, Krishna 

Menon, spoke for 7 hours and 48 minutes to stall a vote against the annexation of Kashmir by 

India in 1957. (Time Magazine, 1957)  

 

IV. A. Procedures of Senate Daily Business 

Both the Senate and the House have their own rules for conducting all affairs of 

legislation. According to Senate rules, bills (or Presidential nominees before changing the 

rule in November 2013)) are placed on the daily agenda for debate by the consensus of both 

parties, following certain standard operating procedures. Similarly, bills are introduced to the 

floor by the consent of both parties. (Bondurant, 2011) At that point, some senators express 

their wishes to talk and the Presiding Officer recognizes them by turn (i.e., (s)he gives the 

floor to another senator during his/her turn). Priority of turn is given to the leaders of the 

parties. (This tactic is used when the filibustering Senator relies on his/her colleagues to give 

her/him relief from non-stop talk. (See below in the analysis of filibuster by Senator Rand 

Paul in 2013 against an Obama nominee.) On being recognized by the Presiding Officer, a 

senator has the right to speak as long as (s)he wishes.   Other senators cannot interrupt 

her/him except by her/his consent and without losing the floor (Dove, 1997:2; see below in 

the analysis of filibuster by Paul.) Throughout the debate, a quorum must be maintained. 

When there is doubt about it, a roll call for quorum is made in which names are read slowly 

and carefully by the designated officer of the Senate; not by a show of hands or counting. 

Absentee senators are obliged to be available and to listen to the speaker. In 1988, 

Republican Minority Leader, Robert Byrd, insisted on getting senators who were not in the 

chamber to be forced back to the chamber by the Senate Sergeant at arms (also known as the 

Door Keeper). In that incident, Senator Bob Packwood (Republican from Oregon) was 

dragged / carried into the chamber. (Dove, 1997: 6-7 and Secretary of the Senate 2011: 39) 

 

III. B. Veto gates and killing a bill   

All things considered, a bill can, however, be vetoed and killed at any one of the 

stages of its consideration in either house of the Congress, as can be seen in Figure 1 below. 
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Figure 1. Veto Gates Model for Federal Legislation 

           (Eskridge, 2012:5) 

As our focus is on filibuster in the Senate, the other nodes of potential veto in the figure do 

not concern the thesis of this paper. The figure above can be reduced to the skeleton as shown 

in Figure 2 below. 

 
 
 

 
Figure 2.  Skeleton (of Figure 1 above) showing the filibuster stage in the Senate. (Eskridge, 

2012: 6) 

 

III. C. Filibuster speech rules 

With the exception of a few bills, e.g., the budget, any bill is liable to being 

filibustered. Senators from the minority party opposing the bill or nominee can extend the 
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debate for as long as they can if there is no deadline for voting on the point. (Arenberg and 

Dove, 2012: 4) This is the filibuster strategy per se. Nonetheless, being recognized to speak 

has a ceiling on the number of times a senator may be given the floor to address the Senate on 

any one bill. A senator cannot hold the floor more than twice during a legislative day, (which 

is not a calendar day), and ‘a day is recognized as a legislative day unless specified as a 

calendar day.’ (Dove, 1997: 4) Some legislative days could extend to several calendar days, 

weeks, or months. The Civil Rights Bill of 1964 was in filibuster by Southern senators for 73 

calendar days, but the entire period was only one legislative day. (Whalen and Whalen, 1985: 

129 and Secretary of the Senate, 2011)  On such long legislative days, beds are brought in a 

room close by, called ‘ the snooze room’, for senators to take short naps until they are called 

back to the chamber or forced to do that in order  to prevent 'disappearing quorum'. (Beth and 

Heitshusen, 2012: 8, and Dove, 1997:4) 

Talking for a long time has to comply with the relevant rules. Senate rules compel a 

senator who is filibustering to remain standing, even when yielding to a colleague to make a 

comment, ask a question, or to the press to ask questions. The senator cannot leave the room 

for any reason, not even to answer the call of nature. If (s) he does, the cost is losing the 

command of the floor. Therefore, those planning to filibuster bring with them whatever they 

think can sustain them for the long hours.  

As for the majority party, the sponsors of the bill, they have several options of dealing 

with filibuster. They can wait until a speaker makes a mistake by violating the rules of 

filibuster, or when the opposition speakers get too tired to continue (the 'attrition of 

filibuster'). Another option is compromise; they may introduce amendments to the original 

form of the bill in order to appease the opposition. A further option is making concessions to 

the minority party on a bill to be sponsored by that party. (Kroger, 2010: 5) 

 

V. An analysis of samples from a filibuster speech 

The following is a selective itemization of the speech made by Senator Rand Paul on 

March 6, 2013 against the nomination of John Brennan for the position of Director of the 

CIA. The senator’s concern, as he explicitly says, is his objection to the use of drones to kill 

Americans at home or oversees. As required by the rules of the Senate, the transcript of the 

speech is published in The Congressional Record. It runs 190 pages. (The exact words of the 

senator are reproduced below in a different font than that for the discussion/analysis.)  The 

opening of the speech is: 
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Madam President, I rise today to begin to filibuster John Brennan's nomination for the CIA. I 

will speak until I can no longer speak. I will speak as long as it takes   

Then the senator brings in a quotation from Alice in the Wonderland to show how the 

two contexts seem to be similar, fiction and the President’s response to a question by Senator 

Paul. The senator intersperses the fiction segment with his own criticism of the response from 

the President. The essence of political rhetoric (Van Dijk, 1997) is evident in the repetition of 

words and phrases and attitude of cynicism. 

  They say Lewis Carroll is fiction; Alice never fell down a rabbit hole, and the White 

Queen's caustic judgments are not really a threat to your security. Or has America the 

beautiful become Alice's Wonderland?  

``No, no!'' said the Queen. ``Sentence first--verdict afterwards.''  

``Stuff and nonsense!'' Alice said loudly. ``The idea of having the sentence first.''  

``Hold your tongue!'' said the Queen, turning purple.  

``I won't!'' said Alice.  

[``Release the drones,''] said the Queen, as she shouted at the top of her voice.  

Lewis Carroll is fiction, right? When I asked the President  

 President: Can you kill an American on American soil; it should have been an easy answer. 

It is an easy question. It should have been a resounding and unequivocal no. The President's 

response: He hasn't killed anyone yet. 

 We are supposed to be comforted by that. The President says: I haven't killed anyone yet. ..... 

He goes on to say: and I have no intention of killing Americans, but I might.  

Is that enough? Are we satisfied by that? Are we so complacent with our rights that we would 

allow a President to say he might kill Americans, but he will judge the circumstances, he will 

be the sole arbiter, he will be the sole decider, he will be the executioner in chief if he sees 

fit? 

Senator Paul goes back in the history of codifying legal rights in the Greco-Roman period 

and its continuation in England and later in the US. 

There is 800 years of English law that we founded our tradition on. We founded it upon the 

Magna Carta from 1215. We founded it upon Morgan of Glamorgan from 725 A.D. We 

founded it upon the Greeks and Romans who had juries. It is not enough to charge someone 

to say that they are guilty. 
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Then Senator Paul goes into the semantics of the modal auxiliary will to argue that the 

President is evading the fulfillment of the oath of office. 

The oath of office of the President says that he will, to the best of his ability, preserve, protect 

and defend the Constitution. He raises his right hand, he puts his left hand on the Bible, and 

he says ``will.'' The President doesn't say, I intend to if it is convenient; I intend to unless 

circumstances dictate otherwise. The President says, ``I will defend the Constitution. I will 

protect the Constitution.''  

There is not room for equivocation here. This is something that is so important, so 

fundamental to our country that he needs to come forward. 

Because Senator Paul wanted to deliver on his intention to talk as long as he could, such 

discursive and synonymous sentences become necessary elements. The senator assures his 

listeners that he is not opposing the nomination because he is playing partisanship, a 

Republican senator against a Democratic president, but because he is concerned about 

Americans. There is an ulterior motive for the opposition to the nomination. He gives the 

examples of his consent to two previous appointments. However, he does acknowledge 

having filibustered one of the nominees twice before giving his approval, under pressure from 

some of his Republican colleagues. In other words, playing partisan politics cannot be 

precluded. This is a way of rationalizing giving consent after filibustering twice. 

I voted for Secretary of State John Kerry. I have almost nothing in common with him 

politically. I have disagreed with him repeatedly on the floor. But I gave the President the 

prerogative of choosing his Secretary of State because I think the President won the election 

and he deserves to get to make some choices on who is in his Cabinet. 

I voted for the very controversial Secretary of Defense, Chuck Hagel. There were 

things I liked about him and things I disliked about him. I filibustered him twice before I 

allowed him to go forward, and people have given me a hard time. Conservatives from my 

party have blasted me for doing that, but I gave the President that prerogative. 

In the next parts of the transcript, Senator Paul speaks about some issues related to the 

Constitution, Amendments, and Obama Care legislation. He also goes back to the political 

conditions in  the US in the 1960s, Kent State University student demonstrations and Jane 

Fonda in Vietnam, the semantics of terrorism, imminent vs. immediate’ , and keeps raising 

the ‘original’ question to the President, who, according to the senator, does not commit 

himself to a ‘simple answer’. He engages in sidetracks, repetitions, and returns to the 

question addressed to the President. 
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Then he makes a detour to the attack on the twin towers in New York, 9/11, as a 

journalist in the National Review. This detour is not, by his own admission, relevant to the 

appointment of the CIA director.  

One of the things Williamson brings up in his National Review article again--which is 

a little bit off the subject but somewhat related--we were fearful and we didn't do a very good 

job with 9/11, frankly. September 11 occurred because of a lot of mistakes, and some of you 

could look back as a Monday-morning quarterback and say, oh, we should have done this.  

One of the things that sort of bothered me about 9/11 was no one was ever fired. In fact, they 

gave medals--the head of the FBI, the CIA, everybody gets a medal. No one was ever fired. 

Repetitiveness is abundant in the speech, such as  

Had we actually looked at Moussaoui's computer? They did; they looked at it on 

September 12. The day after 9/11 they looked at his computer. I think it, within hours, led 

them and linked them up to several hijackers in Florida and ultimately would have perhaps 

exposed the whole ring. 

The reason I came to the floor today to do this is because I think certain things rise 

above party politics. Certain things rise above partisanship. 

Another reference to the difference between a republic and a democracy in the words 

of Franklin comes back. He harps on the ideals of democracy, as if the context itself in 

undemocratic 

When Franklin came out of the Constitutional Convention, a woman went up to him 

and asked him: What will it be? Will it be a monarchy or a democracy? And he said: It is a 

republic. 

So we are a republic … 

The status of blacks in his state and their membership in the two parties comes into 

the picture, indicating the change in their party affiliation. What is the point of color here is 

left for the listener to formulate. 

Every African American in the country was a Republican before 1930--virtually every 

African American. In 1931, in Louisville, there were 25,730 Black Republicans, and there 

were 129 Black Democrats. Every African American was a Republican at one point in time. 

Once more he raises the question cited before. Is the US a monarchy or a republic? He cites 

the following. 

Herbert Croly, one of the founders of the New Republic, wrote that we can get 

trapped up in all of this support for Bill of Rights and all these ancient individual rights. If we 
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get too carried away with this whole idea of rights thing, we will have a monarchy of the law 

instead of a monarchy of the people 

Slavery, France comparison, and the Founding Fathers also get their share. 

But one of the differences I see between America and France is that we established a 

republic, and we weren't going to have majority rule where the majority was setting up a 

guillotine. Ours wasn't perfect, obviously. The Founders left and allowed slavery to still 

occur. Interestingly, though, if you read the Constitution, I think they were embarrassed by it. 

The abuse of democracy may result from the rule of the majority. 

What they did in 1914 was they sued because the Kentucky Legislature--by a majority 

rule, by democratic action--passed a law that said a White person couldn't sell to a Black 

person in a White section of town or vice versa. This was the first case the NAACP brought 

up. 

There is also a reminder about gun laws. 

In the last couple years, we had two cases on gun rights, the second amendment, called Heller 

and McDonald.  

The fifth and second amendments may be relevant to the goal of the filibuster speech. 

But you also have to have the Fifth Amendment.  

Senator Paul returns to the oath of office. 

His oath of office says he will preserve, protect, and defend the Constitution.  

Mr. Paul goes back to 9/11 and terrorism, 

I think it is good to be angry, upset, really to want vengeance sometimes against people who 

attack you. I was all for punishing those who attacked us after 9/11 

He refers to the wisdom of the economist Milton Friedman to talk about government and 

economic policies. 

It is a simple statement, but I think in one statement, one simple sentence, it sort of brings 

forward something about government that is very true.  

 

Then Paul presents his reasons for making fiery statements. 

I have said some inflammatory statements: that the President is acting like a king. Some of 

that is inflammatory and provocative, but some of it has some ring of truth to it or I would not 

get so much push-back. Kings operate by edict. They say it is so; make it so. There is no 

give-and-take. There are no checks and balances between the legislature and the Presidency 
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As the text of the speech is scrolled down, other features are noted. In the next excerpt, the 

speaker reiterates his ideas about the government in this context. 

There is another argument. That is sort of the freedom argument for why we should keep 

government minimized. The other argument for why we should keep government minimized 

is more of an efficiency argument. This comes from Milton Friedman, but I think he put it 

very succinctly. He said nobody spends somebody else's money as wisely or as frugally as 

you spend your own. 

In the following, the senator admits to his party’s (the Republican Party) being unable to 

mustard the needed vote. The Democrats were in majority. He, nonetheless, expresses 

determination to continue with the filibuster. 

As we move forward with this nominating process, I have decided to occupy as much time as 

I can on the floor to bring attention to this issue. Ultimately, I cannot win. There are not 

enough votes. 

The next two selections are two further (of many) repetitions of the question addressed to the 

President. 

I have asked the President an easy question.  

I have written letter after letter for weeks and weeks trying to get an answer on this and we 

have not had much luck.  

His objection to intelligence services collecting information about American citizens is 

repeated again and again. Here he adds another financial technology which also results in 

further loss of individual privacy. The relationship of this point to the issue of drone is 

somewhat stretched.  

Thirty, forty or fifty years ago, we decided that once a third party had your records, they were 

not private anymore.  

The following two excerpts also repeat the concept of freedoms and inalienable rights, which 

he presents in other parts of the speech. 

But I think what does not change are certain freedoms that are going to be the same now as 

they will be in 10,000 years. 

There are certain immutable rights that were there at the founding of our country that will be 

there in 100 years or 1,000 years from now. 

Another occurrence of semantic hair splitting for immediate and imminent recurs below. 

To my thinking, only a bunch of government lawyers could come up with a definition for 

imminent threat that says it is not immediate. 
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He tries to emphasize his principled, rather personal, argument against the nomination. 

I think this is an important issue. It goes beyond John Brennan. It goes beyond the President. 

It goes to an issue that rises above I think all other issues we consider here.  

Here is another use of a much repeated stance. 

When we talk about standards, they say they have a process in place, but the process is very 

important. The standard is important, but it is also important that one group of people, one 

political group of people or one politician doesn't get to decide that standard 

The events in Cairo are used to show the consequences of the absence of some freedoms, 

implicitly implying that the US at one time supported rulers whose citizens were detained 

without due process of law.  

One of the sort of ironies of looking at different governments and looking at what makes 

people unhappy--in Tahrir Square in Cairo, there have been hundreds of thousands of people 

protesting.  

The use of drones is reasonable, unlike the use of drones he talked about earlier. 

But there are some worrisome things about the direction of drones. For example, the EPA 

now has drones.  

Senator Paul returns to the concept of liberty as God-given. The implication seems to be that 

the appointment of Brenan conflicts with this divine blessing. 

The primacy of liberty, it is comes (sic) from your Creator 

The following series of exchanges among the filibustering senator and his colleagues 

illustrate the cooperation of other members of the party to extend the filibuster without tiring 

out the filibusterer. This tactic gives him relief from continuing to talk without losing his 

turn. This is a tactic of distributing the burden of non-stop talk among the opposition. This 

can be done either by a direct invitation from the speaker of by one of his colleagues 

requesting making remarks or asking him a question about an issue that came up in the talk 

which may have been mentioned, or introducing details or new points from another source 

from the media or publications. The first one is a direct invitation to one of his supporters, 

Senator Lee. The request is followed by what seems to be the first break the senator enjoys 

without yielding the floor. We notice how long it is for a comment in ordinary circumstances. 

(Note: this excerpt may be cut short after if this is demanded by the reviewers.) The diversity 

of points in the speech of Mr. Paul also shows in the role played by Mr. Lee. 

Without relinquishing the floor, I would like to hear a few comments from Senator Lee 
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Mr. LEE. The issues we are discussing are of profound importance to the American people 

for the reasons Senator Paul has identified….. 

Now Mr. Paul has enjoyed taking a breather and is ready to engage with Mr. Lee in a long 

dialog, which interests only their side on the issue of the nomination. 

Mr. PAUL. Absolutely. I think that is where the crux comes down to this, talking about 

having an imminent standard. This is part of the problem in the sense he  

Mr. LEE. Was the Senator aware of the fact some of us asked Attorney General not had 

access to that memorandum. This is part of our oversight responsibilities.  

Another member of the team requests to share in the talk-a-thon. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. Coons). The Senator from Texas.  

Mr. CRUZ. Would the Senator 

 from Kentucky yield for a question?  

Mr. PAUL. I will not yield the floor, but I will acknowledge a question to the Chair. 

Mr. CRUZ. I wish to ask the Senator's reaction to the testimony Attorney General Eric 

Holder gave the … 

A third senator joins the group to extend the time of the speech for several exchanges. 

Mr. President, at this time I would like to entertain comments or a question from the Senator 

from Kansas without yielding the floor, if I may. 

 Paul makes another invitation for comment. 

If the Senator has another question, I would yield for a question without yielding the floor.  

Mr. MORAN. Mr. President, I have an additional question, and I believe it is my final 

question. 

Let me ask it as a question. Would it not be a reason to grant cloture on this nomination until 

we resolve this issue?  

Mr. PAUL. Mr. President, I think it is very reasonable. It is more important than just the 

nomination of one individual.  

The partisan spirit takes more than thirty some pages of script 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Florida.  

Mr. RUBIO. I thank my colleague for the opportunity. Let me begin by--I have been here a 

while. Let me give my colleague some free advice:  

Anyway, I thank the Senator for entertaining my question. Let me just 

Mr. PAUL. Mr. President, my response to that is yes. In fact, I have 

I would entertain a further question from the Senator from Florida without yielding the floor.  
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Mr. RUBIO. Without yielding the floor, the follow-up question I have… 

Mr. REID.  (The then Senate  Democratic majority leader)  

Mr. President, would my friend yield without losing the floor for a unanimous consent 

request?  

This is supposed to end the filibuster, but it does not because the speech in its various forms 

and tactics continues for as long as had passed, despite the concessions made/offered by the 

Majority Leader, Mr. Reid. 

Mr. PAUL. Without yielding the floor, I would be happy to yield.  

END 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Kentucky is recognized.  

Senator Paul still insists on his demand to go on and the script runs for 100 more pages in the 

Record. 

 

VI. Conclusion: the recipe of 'no standard recipe' 

Filibuster may be viewed as outright violation of Grice's tenets of the Cooperative 

principle of quality, quantity, and relevance but not of manner. It does not sound logically 

normal to talk endlessly in the serious context of making legislation. However, because 

legislation ultimately affects the entire population, the process is governed by such 

procedures and exchanges in order to ensure optimum fairness of democracy. Deviation from 

the CP tenets, he argued, constitutes flouting and violation of norms. (Grice, 2000) But it is 

unlikely that he was focusing on making laws but on discourse for other purposes. From the 

vantage point playing power politics within the framework of democracy, it certainly is 

logical to play the game of political opposition by the rules of debate that are pertinent to the 

context of curtailing the potential of majority dictatorship.  It is due to the fact that no party is 

always the majority party in Congress that was the raison d'etre for not passing a law banning 

filibuster (Bell, 2013. Noah, 2012, Arenberg and Dove, 2012) Filibuster may enable a 

minority party to wring out concessions from the majority party, if not to defeat the bill, on 

legislations that require a three-fifths majority vote. (Klein, 2012)  
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